[Evaluation of the effect of professional dental cleaning and education in dental hygiene in type 1 diabetic patients].
In the setting of a prospective, randomized trial the impact of professional oral hygiene and of intensive patient education in oral hygiene was investigated. It was studied, whether in young to middle-aged type 1 diabetic patients the risk or the progression of periodontal disease can be influenced during one year. Primary endpoint was bleeding at probing, secondary indices, the plaque index and probing pocket depth. 83 patients were enrolled, 70 completed the study according to the protocol. Oral cleansing was dramatically improved by education in the short term, however, the effect was much weaker after 6 and 12 months, respectively, although there remained some improvement compared to the basic level. Bleeding at probing increased in both groups, without reaching the level of statistical significance. Probing pocket depth increased in the intervention group weakly but significantly and remained unchanged in the control group. The tested intervention (professional oral hygiene, patient education in oral hygiene) could not improve the periodontal status in our type 1 patients.